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The theory of commutative or noncommutative multiplicative lattices (m- 
Iattices or ideal lattices) has been developed by Krull [8], Birkhoff [3], Ward 
[16], Dilworth [5J [16], Curtis [4] and others. It is the purpose of the present 
paper to give some contributions to the theory of m-lattices and to that of r-ideals 
in multiplicative systems (m-systems).
In the first half of this paper we shall consider mainly a commutative but 
not necessarily associative m-lattice. As is well known, Ward-Dilworth [16] has 
defined a Noether lattice © and obtained a primary decomposition theorem in 
© as a lattice-formulation of the classical Lasker-Noether’s theorem. Moreover 
they have discussed about sufficient conditions that a lattice is Noetherian. But 
the condition Na (every irreducible element in © is primary) in [16] can be 
proved, if we make use of Birkhoff’s somewhat modified residuals (Theorem I). 
Hence we can propose that a commutative /-semigroup is Noetherian if it has a 
greatest unit and satisfies the ascending chain condition (a. c. c.). After a few 
preliminaries (§§I and 2), we shall prove in §3 a primary decomposition theorem 
of elements in a non-associative m-lattice which is a generalization of the one 
of In §4 we consider the idempotents of a non-associative m-lattice (com­
mutative or noncommutative). It is not true that the radical of a primary element 
is prime, but this is true if the multiplication is associative. In such a case 
isolated components of elements can be similarly discussed as in the case of rings, 
which is shown in §5. § 6  shows a pairwise coprime decomposition of elements 
in a commutative m-lattice. The relation between the primary decomposition 
and the pairwise coprime decomposition is also exactly similar to the case of 
rings. In § 7 we shall define r-ideals of a commutative but not necessarily associa­
tive m-system M as a generalization of Lorenzen's r-ideals of a commutative 
semigroup S [9]. By using the results in §§3 and 6 , we obtain a short decom­
position and a pairwise coprime decomposition of r-ideals in M  (or in S). 
Schenkman [ 1 2 ] has recently pointed out the similarlity between the properties 
of ideals in a commutative ring and those of normal subgroups of a group, 
corresponding the product of ideals to the commutator-product of normal 
subgroups. From such a standpoint of view, we can consider naturally a decom­
position of normal subgroups of a group on the analogy of the primary 
decomposition of ideals in a ring. But a close analogy breaks down, since it is
not true that the radical of a primary normal subgroup is prime. We can obtain 
however a short representation theorem for normal subgroups of a group (§ 8 ). 
The proof of this theorem is carried out lattice-theoretically. The latter half of 
this paper deals with a primal decompositions of elements in a noncommutative 
/-semigroup K, We shall define an accessible subset of a lattice as a Iattice- 
formulation of the set of all principal two-sided ideals in the lattice of all two- 
sided ideals of a ring with or without a unit. The accessible subset of K  is 
fundamental when a. c. c. does not hold. In § 9 we define an NRP-element of 
an element in and define a weak NRP-element by using an accessible join 
generator system of K, In § 10 we shall give a definition of a primal element 
with its adjoint element, and prove that every element of K  is represented as 
a finite or an infinite number of primal elements with maximal prime adjoints. 
The latter part of § 10 lays, under a. c. c. and the modularity of K, a short 
maximal (reduced) decomposition theorem by primal elements with maximal 
prime adjoints. If K  is lower complete, then, by using the results in §10, we 
can consider an isolated /^-component of an element of K  (§ 11). In the last 
section 12 we shall show, under some conditions, that the results in §§ 9, 10 and 11 
are applicable to r-ideals in a semigroup. Taking r-operation as the module- 
generation of rings, we can see that these results are valid for two-sided ideals 
in a noncommutative ring with or without a unit element, and that they are 
analogous to the classical ideal theory in commutative rings. These results do 
not contain the Barnes' decomposition theorem [2J, but they are a generalization 
of the Curtis' one [4].
§1, Ideals.
Throughout this paper we shall use L to denote a commutative multiplicative 
lattice (m-lattice)^^ with the following conditions:
Cl) L has the greatest element e,
Cz) L has the zero element 0.
Cs) ab<a  for any two elements a ,b^L ,
We do not assume the multiplication to be associative, and the greatest element 
e to be (multiplicative) unit, except when we mention it particularly. If  ^ is a 
unit, then the condition Cs) holds for L.
Let /  be any (lattice-)ideal of L. Then /  is a join-closed multiplicative 
ideal of L. An ideal generated by a subset S of L will be denoted by i(S). 
Let J  and /  be any two ideals of L. /  v /  will denote the ideal generated by 
J  and J', Evidently / v /  -/(£:), where E-^{a^a' \ a ^ Jy a' ^J '), The intersection 
of / and /  will be denoted by / a  / .  It is easily verified that J / \ f ^ { a r \a '  \ a
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I) Cf. [3; pp. 200-202].
a 'e j '} .  The multiplication / • /  of J  and /  is defined by i(M ), where M=^{aa'\ 
a  a ' e r ) .
The set S of all ideals of L forms a commutative residuated la t tic e ,a n d  
L is imbeded in S as an i^-lattice. For, let /  and J' be any two ideals of L, 
Then it is easily verified that the set K= {x\ J x ^ J \  x ^ L )  forms an ideal of L. 
Since JK --{ak \ a ^ J ,k  ^K )  ^ / ' ,  we have J-K-^j(JK) (JO - J ' • If K ' is an ideal 
such that J -K '^ J 'y  then evidently K '^ K .  Hence iT is a residual of J ' by / .  
Therefore 2 forms a (commutative) residuated lattice under the set-inclusion 
relation and the multiplication (•)• We now show that the set L* of all principal 
ideals J(^ a) in S forms an m-sublattice of 2, Evidently forms a sublattice of 
We prove that j ( a ) -JCby= j(ab). Take an arbitrary element x in 
Then there exists a finite number of elements U i , , U n ^  j(.a)j(l)) such that 
x ^ U i ^ ‘"^U n-  Since j(a), ; j^  = 1 , we have
b-,<b and x< a b ^j(a b ). Hence J ( J b ) ) {ah'). The converse inclusion is
evident. Hence j{a)- jib) =■- j{j{a)j(Jb)) = j{ab). Therefore L* is closed under 
multiplication, and L* forms an m-sublattice of !2. Since the mapping a-^j{a) 
gives an isomorphism from L onto L* as w-lattices, L* can be identified with L. 
The following properties are immediate:
(1) If any residual j{a) : j(Jb) in is a principal ideal of L, then L forms 
a residuated lattice.
(2) If L is a cm-lattice, then it is a residuated lattice.
(3) If the ascending chain condition (a. c. c.) holds for L, then L is a 
residuated lattice.
R e m a r k  I .  Let be a residuated lattice consisting of all ideals of and 
S be any element in S*. Then the set x ^J , /€ S }  forms an ideal of
Conversely, for any element J  of S] j{A) is an element of
It is easily verified that
Hence S* can be identified with S.
§ 2. Powers.
Let a be any element of L. We define = a and for any
whole number ,o> l. Some of the elementary properties of this power are listed 
here^\
(1 °) a< b  implies 
(2 °) implies
(3°)
2) Cf. [3 ; pp. 200-202].
3) Cf. [11].
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(5°)
(6°) n.b^^\
(7°)
If we define inductively (ca)'^ ^^  -^ca and ((cay^~^^)a for any whole number
P > 1 , then we can prove
(8°) (cay^^< (cay^\
D efinition  I. Let a be an element of L, and let Xa~-^{x; p=p(x),
x ^L } . If there exists sup[Z«], then it is called a radical of ay and denoted by 
rad(a). If rad(a)=ay a is called a radical element^^ of L.
Lem m a  I. I f  a.c.c. holds for  L, then there exists rad{a) for any element a o f 
Ly and {rad{ay^'^'^<a for a suitable ivhole number I,
Proof, X^forms an ideal of L. By a. c. c. Xa is principal: =/(<2:*). Since 
mAia^-^d^ ^Xa, we obtain (rad(a))^^^<a for a suitable I,
Lemma  2. I f  a,c,c. holds for  L, then rad(^a  ^ is a radical element for any 
element a o f L,
Proof. Since there exist whole numbers X and p such that (rad(<2:))^^^<^? 
and (rad(rad(<3:)))^^^ <  rad(^2:), we have (rad(rad(^?)))^^^^ <(rad(rad(<3:)))^^^^^^< 
(rad(<a:))^^^<a. Hence rad (rad (^ ?) ) <  rad (^ )^. Theconverse inclusion is evident. 
We have therefore rad(rad(«)) = rad(a).
§ 3 .  P r im a ry  decom p osition .
An element p of L is called prime if  ab<p  implies a < p  or b<p. An 
element g of L is called primary if  a b ^q  and a imply b^"^^<q for a suitable 
whole number
In this section we shall assume that a. c. c. holds for L. Then by (3) in § I, 
L forms a residuated lattice.
Lemma  3. Let a be any element of L. Then any prime element containing a 
contains radi^d),
Proof, Let p be any prime element containing rad(^). Since (rad(^j:))^^^< 
a ^ p  for some Iy we have rad (a) </>, Q. E. D.
Let q^ be a radical of a primary element q of L. It is not true that is a 
prime element^\ But we shall say for convenience that q is g*-primary, or that 
q belongs to Suppose that q belongs to q'^ . Then the following properties are 
immediate:
(1) If ab-<q and a ^q ^ , then b<q,
(2) If a^q^y  then q\a=q.
4) Cf. [11].
5) Cf. [14; p. 379].
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Lem m a  4. Suppose that u and are two elements o f Ly for which the following 
three conditions are satisfied:
(ti') u< u^,
(/9) for a suitable whole number p.
(r) I f  ab<u and a ^ u ,  then 
Then u is a u^-primary element o f L.
Proof. Let a and b be two elements such that ab<u  and a ^ u .  Then by 
(r) and (S),b^^^<u\ that is, is a primary element. Put M"-=rad(w). Then by 
(iS), u ^< u \  Let be a whole number such that u'^'^^^u. Then 
Suppose that I is minimal. If A 4  ^I, then of course ^ u  and
= This implies and we have a contradiction. Hence A--I, i.e.,
u'<u^\ We get therefore u'-^u^, and u is ^/*-primary.
Lem m a  5. Let q be a q^-primary element of L. Then the set o f all q^~primary 
elements o f L forms a meet-semilattice.
Proof, Let qi and ^2 be any two ^"^-primary elements of L. Then it is easy 
to see that qi(~\q2 and q^ satisfy the conditions {a), (/3) and (r) in Lemma 4.
T h e o r e m  I .  Any meet-irreducible element of L is a primary element.
Proof, Suppose that an element a is not primary. Then there exist two 
elements u and v such that uv<a, u ^ a  and for every whole number a.
For convenience, we shall use a symbol {a: for the t^-tuple residuation:
{-'{{a:v) :v) : •••) w
r ^
j^-tuple.
Make an ascending chain
a w  ^  •••.
Then by a. c. c. for L, there exists a whole number I such that
••*. Put W-^{(zvY^'^ \ z ^L }  and K=-{x^w \ x^ji^a), w ^W ), We 
now prove that j(^a) is equal to the intersection i  (<2: ^  a  Since it is easily 
verified that y(a) is contained in K, we have j ia ^ ^ j i^ a ^  u) aK, Take an arbi­
trary element c in u) aK, Then c ^ a ^ u  and c = x ^  (iyvY^^, where x^ j{a )  
and (yvY^^ ^ W. Hence x v = - x ^ v ^ c v ^ C a ^  u)v = av^  uv^a"-^ a
-=a, i.e., {,yv)'^^^^^<a. Hence j <  (^ : e;)W hence (3/2; ) and hence
C=X^ (yvy^^< a. We get therefore j { a ^  u) hK ^ji^a), j{a^^ u~) AK=j{a), I t i s  
easy to see that the element {a'^ u) r^{a^ {evY '^^) is the greatest element of 
j(^a^u')hK, Hence a-=^ (^a^ u') ^  (^a^ {evY '^ '^), Since a< ia^
{evY^ '^ y a is strictly contained in a ^  It is evident
that a is also strictly contained in a ^ u ,  Therefore a is meet-reducible. This 
completes the proof.
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6) K  is not an ideal of L, but since K  contains the zero, j^a^-Ju) K  forms an ideal.
T h eorem  2. Any element a of L  is decomposed as a meet o f a finite number of 
primary elements qi, i.e., o  ••• and radi^d) ^  radisi^ r \ - ‘ r\rad(jin) ^
Proof. The first part of the theorem is easily obtained by a. c. c. and by 
Theorem I. We now prove the later part. Since there exists a whole number
I such that < a ^ Q i,  we have rad(a) < rad(g^), i -^ l ,- " ,n .  Hence
rad(<2) <  rad(^i) o  ••• o  rad (g j. On the other hand, since c =  rad(gi) o  ••• o  
rad(g^) < rad(g /), i.e., for suitable whole numbers p/, i= -l,-° ,n , we have
r^qn ^(^y where p Max{.oi, •••, p^}. Hence ^:<rad(^?). We have 
therefore r a d ( ^ ? ) - - r a d m ••• o rad (^ J , as desired.
Remark 2. Any element p containing a=qir\ ••• ^^qn contains at least one 
of the rad(^«). For, since ^  ^Qn^ct^P^ there exists qi
such that qi<p. Hence rad(^/) <radC/>)
By Theorem 2 and Lemma 5, any element <2 of L is decomposed as a meet of a 
finite number of primary elements ••", m) with the following conditions:
1°) a^q ir\ ••• r\qm is irredundant.
2°) rad(^i), ••• ,rad(^m) are all different.
Such a decomposition is called a short or normal decomposition of a.
T h eorem  3. Suppose that a=q^r\ ••• r \ qm^-q{r \  ••• o  are two short representa­
tions o f a. Then m ^n, and it is possible to number the components in such a way 
that radiqd^radiq'i) for i = l, ,m=^n.
Proof. Take a maximal radical in the set {rad(^i), •••, rad(^m), rad(^i), 
•••, radC^rJ}- We may suppose, without loss of generality, that the maximal 
radical is rad(^i). Now we prove that rad(gi) occurs among rad(^0, ^ --I, " - ,n. 
Assume that rad(^i) =I= rad(^D for all k=^l,‘" ,n .  Then, using the assumption, 
we can prove that ^ ra d  (gD for I , For,  if <  rad for some k, 
then rad(^i)<rad(rad(g^))-=rad(^^). Since rad(gi)-Nrad{^A), rad(^i)<rad(^^). This 
is a contradiction. It is easily verified that g i< rad(^/) for ^-=2,---,m. Hence 
Qi '-qi^Qi for / = 2, •••, m, and q' :^ qi=qk for h=-\,"',n. Hence by Theorem 3-(i) in [3] 
a^q[r^ ••• (jqi:qi) r^ ^q'n : ^i) -= (^i: gi) (qz'.q-d r\ {q^ \ q^-^e r^q^r^
r\qm^Q2 ^  ^qm, and this is a contradiction.
We can now suppose, without loss of generality, r ad(^ i ) r ad(^ i ) ,  and make
(*) f e : gi) O : ^i) = (^ i: ^i) O O ( g ' : q^ .
It is easily verified, by the maximality of rad rad , that rad (^v) for
I, and gi<rad(^/0 for p . ^ 1 . Hence we have qv’qi = qv (^4=1), and qL'.qi^qL 
(a«4=1). Hence by (>i^ ) we have ^2 '^ ••• ^qm^((l{'-qd r^q^r-s og ' ,  and have
(^2 : ^i) ^  ^  (Qm : ^i) =" W i : qd : Qi) ^  (^2 : : q[) .
Since it is easily verified that ^i<rad(^v) for i^--2,-- ,m,  and gir^Crad(^0 for
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,n, and since qi:q i> qi, we have q[>r.q\^ qii. (a«4=1) and
(jq'i'-qi) Hence by (**), we have
q2 ^  "• r^q^ = q[r^ ••• .
Continuing an exactly similar argument for we obtain after a finite number
of steps that m -n , and radCg^)-= rad(gO for f = l, •••
§ 4 Id em p oten ts.
In this section we shall assume that a. c. c. holds for L.
An element <3: of L is called an idempotent, if If a is an
idempotemt, then for every whole number a. If for some whole
number >  I, then a is an idempotent of L. Let a and b be two idempotents 
of L. Then there exists a whole number p such that ar^h^^^<ah. For, let 
ab- -^q^r  ^ r^qn be a decomposition of into primary elements qi. Then ah^ q i  
for i = X° - yfi, Hence we can suppose, without loss of generality, that a ^ q i  for 
i ^ l ,  , r, and a ^q u  for ••• ,n  (0 < r< ;« ). Take whole numbers pk such
that ¥^^'^^qk(.k=-r+l, "• and put p - Max{pr+i, •”*, Then, since
r-A • • • , we have a r\ <  ( i^ ^  * • * r\qr) r\ Cq^ +I r\ • • • r\qn) ^ab.
Let C be an idempotent, x, y be two arbitrary elements of L. Then by the 
above arguments we have
( 1 )  CX^C r'\X,
(2) cCxr^y')=-cxr^cy,
(3) Any idempotent of L is neutral.
T heorem  4, The set o f all idempotents of any commutative m-lattice L with 
a, c. c, forms a distributive lattice. Any idempotent o f L is uniquely decomposed as 
a meet o f a finite number of idempotents which are not decomposed as a meet o f a 
finite number o f idempotents except a trivial case.
Proof. This is immediate.
From now on W will denote an m-lattice with the following conditions:
1. DJl has the greatest element e as an idempotent.
2. ab<a  and a b ^b  for any a ,b ^ T t
The multiplication of is not necessarily associative and commutative.
For any element a of we shall define inductively a^^^^-a, a^ ~^^ 
for p > l .  Then we can prove the properties (1°), , (7°) obtained in §2.
Let Aa be the set of all jr which satisfy a^^^<x<a  for a suitable whole 
number p.
Lem m a . 6. Ja forms an m-sublattice of 9JL
Proof. If a ^ ^ ^ ^ x ^ a  and a^^^^^y^a^ then ^ { a ^  ^
x^uy< a, -  ( a a ) ^ x y < x n .y < a .
Lemma 7. Let a be an idempotent o f Wi. I f  a ^ b  0  c, then a —V^'^c' -^b'c'--^c'b' 
for any b '^ and any c' ^ Ac. In particular a ^bc-^cb,
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Proof. Since and for suitable whole numbers p and
cT, we hdive a c '< b C a.
Hence a^b'c'-^b' r\ c ' c'b\
Lemma  8. Let a be an idempotent o f W. I f  a=^al^^ -^  r-^ax, then a is equal to 
any product o f Ci,'",Cx, where Ci is an arbitrary element o / = ••• , >^ ). In 
particular a is equal to any product of ai (/ = 1, •••, A).
Proof. By induction on we can prove easily.
If a^a^r\ ••• r^ax, then by Lemma 8, we can write a = a^  ••• ax-
Lemma 9. Let a be an idempotent of W. I f  a ^ c ,  then Ac^\^e, a~}.
Proof. If c ^^ ^^x ^c  for a whole number then a=-a^^^^c^^^^x, i.e., 
X € \_e, a~\.
Lemma 10. Let a be an idempotent of W, and suppose that the descending chain 
condition'^  ^holds for \_e, a \  I f  a ^ u ,  then u^^inf\_Atf\ is an idempotent, and contained 
in Au.
Proof. Let x be any element of Au, and = be the smallest whole
number such that u^p*^<x<u. We now prove that the set Nu consisting of all 
p*(:r) (x^Au) is bounded. Suppose that Nu is not bounded. Then we can take 
infinite countable elements Xi, X2 , of Au such that
p r < p 2 * < - < p i < - ,
where =P^(Xn)- Then •’•. Because, if u^ ^^  ^ then u^ *^^
^Xn+i^Uy and this is a contradiction. Evidently ; n ^  l, 2, •"} is contained
in Au, and Au is contained in le, a]. This contradicts the descending chain con­
dition for le, a].
Take an upper bound po of Nu  ^ Then u^^^^<x^u  for every element of Au. 
Hence u^ o^^ ^ i n f  [Au]^u, i. e., Uo= inf [J«] € Au. Since ul € Au and Uq-^Uq, we have 
Uo = Uo, completing the proof.
T heorem 5. Let a be an idempotent o f 501, and suppose that the closed interval 
\_e, a] has finite length. Then a can be decomposed as a meet o f a finite number o f 
meet-irreducible idempotents a^,-' ,a-n, and a is equal to an arbitrary product o f 
a\, ,an*
Proof. If a is meet-irreducible, then there is nothing to prove. If a is 
meet-reducible, the theorem follows readily by Lemmas 8 and 10.
Lemma 11. Let f  be an idempotent o f 50L I f  f ^ b ^ c ,  then f ^ b '^ c '  for any 
b' € Ab and any c' ^ Ac.
Proof. Since b^^^^b'^b  and for suitable whole numbers p and
(j, we have c: = / .  Hence we obtain
f= b '^ c \
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7) If 5CR is associative, then this is equivalent to a. c. c. under some conditions. Cf. [lOJ.
T heorem 6. I f  a is an idempotent such that the closed interval [^, a\ has finite 
length, then a is represented as a meet {or product) o f finite number o f pairwise 
coprime idempotents, none o f which has such representation.
Proof. If a is not represented as a meet of a finite number of pairwise 
coprime elements, then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, using Lemmas 7, 
10 and 11, we obtain a^b^nsc^, h^^c^ = e, bl=ho^e, cl=-CQ-=^ e. By an induction 
argument on the length of [^, a \  we can assume that and Cq have decomposi­
tions of pairwise coprime idempotents, hence a has such a decomposition.
§ 5. I so la ted  com p on en ts.
In this section we shall assume that the multiplication of L is associative. 
Then evidently
Lemma  12. Let q be a primary element of L. Then p=-rad(q) is a prime 
element o f L.
Proof, Suppose that a b ^p  and a ^ p .  Then a ^W ^ia b y^q  for a suitable 
whole number p. We have then b"^ ^ q  for some a, i.e., Z><rad(g)-=A Q.E.D.
D efinition  2. A prime element p is called a minimal prime o f a, if (I) p^>a 
and (2) there is no prime p' such that p ^^p '^a .
We now assume that a. c. c. holds for L.
T heorem  7. Let a^~q^r\ r\qn be a short representation of a. Then any 
minimal prime o f a coincides with some rad{qi). Rad (a) is the meet o f all minimal 
primes o f a.
Proof, The former part is immediate by Remark 2 in §3 and Lemma 12. 
The later part is easy to see.
T heorem  8. Let a^q^r\ ••• r\qm and b-^q[r\ ••• r^q^ be short representations of 
a and b, Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1) a :b ^a ,
2) v?id(qd^b f o r i ^ l , - ' , m ,
3) r a d r a d for i ^ l ,  ,m \ k ^ l ^ "  ,n,
Proof, The proof is similary obtained as in the case of rings.
Components and isolated components of a are defined in the obvious way^\
T heorem  9. The isolated component a' =^ qi^ r\ ••• of a is uniquely determined 
by the set {rad (<qi^ , • - ^rad In particular the isolated primary component o f
a is uniquely determined.
T heorem  10. Let p be a maximal {divisor-free) prime element o f L. Then 
is p-primary i f  and only i f  P ^ for a suitable whole number p,
The proofs of the above two theorems are similarly obtained as in the case 
of rings.
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8) E. g, C f  [15],
§ 6 . P a irw ise  coprim e decom p osition .
In this section we shall assume the following conditions:
1°)  ^ is the (multiplicative) unit element of L.
2°) L is modular as a lattice.
The multiplication is not necessarily associative. An element a is said to be 
coprime to h if a Let S be any fixed subset of L, An element a is said
to be coprime to S, if a is coprime to every x € S. Then it is easily verified that 
the set of all elements coprime to S forms an M-sublattice of L. In particular, 
if ,dn are coprime to S, then any product of ,an is coprime to S.
Let A = {a i,‘" ,ax], ,by] be two finite subsets of L, and suppose
that Ui ••• ,X) are coprime to B, and that bk •••, fi) are coprime to A,
Then it is easily verified that any product of Ui,- - ,ax is coprime to any product 
of bi, ,bfx, and also coprime to o  • • • n\b ,^.
Lemma  13. I f  a i , ‘" ,ax are pairwise coprime, then an arbitrary product o f 
a i," ' ,ax is equal to o  • • • o <2 .^
Proof, If 1=2, the lemma is easily obtained= The proof is completed by 
induction on X, Q.E.D.
If ax,"' ,ax are pairwise coprime, then by Lemma 13 we can omit the paren­
theses in any product of a^,-' ,ax.
Lemma 14. Put at=a^ ••• ai^^ai -^  ^ '-ax  (/=  1, •••, /I) for pairwise coprime elements 
ai,"' ,ax o f L. Then
(1) ••• ^  a^ = a^^i ••• ax for  •••, A-1.
(2) a t ^ - ‘ ^af=^e,
(3) a t , a t  are independent over o  • • • r\ax>
Proof. These are immediate.
In the following [a, will denote the closed interval { x ; a ^ x ^ b ,  x ^L } . 
Let a be any fixed element of L, and let \ be the set of all closed intervals 
\^ u, a^, Lv, a], - ■, We now define
[_u, a'] ^  l_v, V, a~\ ,
\u, a^ ^  \v, a~\ ~ \_u r\ V,
/ [ot, a\ it u v>  a ,
\u, d\ Q \v, a ^ ] \
 ^[«, «] if Mz; <  a .
Then I forms an m-lattice under the above defined join, meet and multiplication.
I is evidently isomorphic to ^e, a] as a lattice.
If Xi, •" ,Xx are independent over a, then \^ Xi, ajyu ^ [_xx, a'] is called a 
direct join of Ixi, a^ ; in symbols [_Xi, a^+ ••• + Ixx, a2- If Lx, a']-=[xi, a'J + lxz, a'], 
X i ^ X, X2^-X, then [:r, a} is said to be directly decomposable. Otherwise [x, a] 
is said to be directly indecomposable.
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Lemma 15. I f  [^, a~\ is a direct join of a finite number o f direct indecomposable 
intervalSy then such a decomposition is uniquely determined apart from the commutativity 
of join.
Proof. Suppose that [e, a]=[ai, a']^ ••• +[an, a\ = [b ,^ a~]+ ••• +[bm, a] are 
two direct decompositions of [e, a~\ such that every \_ai, a~\ and [hk, cf\ are directiy 
indecomposable. Then a~\=^ \_aie, a'l^^aiih^vj ••• <2] ^ [<2A ^  ••• ^aibm, d\
=^[aih ,^ a~\KU - ' yzj\_aibyyi, a']. Since [aibk  ^a']^ lb k , a'] (^ = 1, ••• ,m), we have [ai, a’] 
=^[aibj,a'} and aibk^a  for k ^ j .  Next we have \bi, a~] = [ebj, ^
an)bj, a~\^\_aj)j^u ••• Unbj, a}^\_aj)j, a~]w - " \i)[_anbjy a~\. Since [aibj, a~\^\_ai, a] 
(/ = 1, •••, \bj, a~\ is equal to \_aibjy a~\. Hence {bj, a'}^\_ai, a \  i. e., each \_ai, a'] 
is equal to some \_bj, a~\. This completes the proof.
T heorem 11. Suppose that a. c. c. holds for L. Then every element a (4=0) is 
uniquely decomposed as a meet (^product  ^ of a finite number of pairwise coprime 
elements, none o f which has such decomposition.
Proof. It is easy to see that any element a (H=^ O) is decomposed as a meet 
of a finite number of pairwise coprime elements, none of which has such de­
composition :
a = ai an , a i^  aj = e (/ H= i) •
We now prove the uniqueness of this decomposition. Put af ^  a ia i - ia i^ i" -  an 
= Then
C*) \_e, a~\ = [at, a^+ ••• +[at, a~\ .
The lattice-quotient a^t/a is clearly transposable to ejai. This implies a Iattice- 
isomorphism between [af, a'] and [e, If [e, ai'] is directly decomposable: 
[e, ai'] = [b, ai\ + [c, <2 /], b ^ e , c ^ e ,  then e^byjc, ai^br^c. This is a contradiction. 
Hence [e, ai\ is directly indecomposable, and hence so is [<^ f, a~\. By Lemma 15 
the decomposition (*) is uniquely determined, and so are a i ^ a t ' ^ ^  a t-i^  
<^*+1 ^  ^ a t .  This completes the proof.
R em ark  3. Suppose that a. c. c. holds for L. Let <2 - ^ 1 0  r^qr be a short 
representation of a (4=0). Two components qi and qu of a are called equivalent, 
if we can chose primary components Qko^ , qm-), ■" ,qico of a such that qi^qKo^, 
"• ,qKt^=^qk and qaj^^qaj-^iy-^e for /--0,  ••• , / - I .  Let ai be the meet of the 
primary components of a which are equivalent to qi (/-=1, - ' ,n). Then air\ ••• 0  
an^^a is the pairwise decomposition of a.
§7. r-Ideals in iniiltiplicative systems,
A set M  is called a multiplicative system (m-system), if M  has a binary 
operation (-)• If the operation is commutative, M  is called a commutative m- 
system ; if the operation is associative, M  is called a semigroup.
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Let M be a commutative m~system with a zero element. A subset A  oi M  
is called an 5-ideal if MA-~^{xa\ x ^ M,  a e A } ^ A ,  The set 2 of all 5-ideals of 
any commutative m-system forms a cm-lattice under set-inclusion relation and 
a multiplication AB=-{ab; a ^ A, b^B}.  It is evident that 2 has the properties 
Cl), Cz) and Ca) in §1. By (2) in § I, S forms a residuated lattice.
Let A ^  A h e  a mapping from 2 into itself with the following conditions:
1)
2) A=A,
3) A ^ B  implies A ^ B ,
4) AB ^ A B ,
5)
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6) («)yl-(t?)^ .
An 5-ideal A  is called an r-ideaP°^ or a closed ideal (c-ideal) ii A = A . A  
set 2r of all r-ideals in 2 forms a cm~lattice under set-inclusion relation and a 
multiplication A -B = A B . Moreover 2 r  forms a residuated lattice. 2 r  is called 
an r-ideal-system^^^ of M
For each whole number p, p-th  power of an r-ideal A  is defined inductively by 
^cp)=,^cp~i).^cp-i3  ^AW = A. If Mforms a commutative semigroup, then
Throughout this section an “ideal” will denote an r-ideal of M. In the 
following we shall impose a. c. c. upon ideals of M.
Let A  be any fixed ideal of M. An ideal generated by the set-union of all 
ideals X  satisfying is called a radical of A ;  symbol: rad (^ ). If
rad(i4)=^, then A  is called a radical ideal of M. By a. c. c. it is easy to see 
that (rad(i4))^^^ is contained in A  for a suitable whole number An ideal is 
called prime, if for ideals A  and B, A - B ^ P  implies A ^ P  or B ^ P .  Then, by 
the theorem in [lOJ, we obtain
T h e o r e m  12. Every radical ideal has a unique minimal meet-decomposition into 
prime ideals.
An ideal Q is called primary if A - B ^ Q  and ^3^-0 imply for a
suitable whole number a. The radical of a primary ideal of M  is not always 
prime. In fact we can find such an example. But, for convenience, we shall 
say that Q is rad (0 )-primary or that Q belongs to rad (Q). By Theorems I and 
2 we have the following:
9) (a) will denote a principal ideal generated by i.e., (a) is the set of all produets of a 
finite number of elements containing a.
10) Cf. [9; p. 536], [7; p. 118].
11) Evidently 2 is an r-ideal-system with respect to the discrete closure. The set of all ideals 
of a commutative ringoid i? [3; p. 203] forms an r-ideal-system of i?, if we take the 
module-generation as an r-operation. Hence the ideals of i? is a residuated commutative 
cm-lattiee.
T h e o r e m  13 Any meet-irreducible ideal of a commutative m-system is a primary 
ideal.
T heorem  14. Any ideal A of a commutative m-system is represented as an 
intersection o f a finite number o f primary ideals, and the radical o f A is  equal to the 
intersection o f all the radicals o f the primary components o f A,
Any ideal ^  of M is represented as an intersection of a finite number of 
primary ideals Qi with the following conditions: (I) -A=-Qia ••• a i s  irredundant 
and (2) rad(Qi), •••, rad(Q^) are all different. Such a representation is called 
a short (or normal) representation of A. By Theorem 3 we can establish
T h e o r e m  15. In all short representations o f a given ideal o f a commutative 
m-system, the numbers o f primary ideals are the same, and the sets o f radicals belonging 
to the same primary ideals are also the same.
Applying Theorem 4, we have
T heorem  16. The set % o f all ideals A o f a commutative m-system which 
satisfies A 'A  = A forms a distributive lattice. Any ideal in % is uniquely represented 
as an intersection o f a finite number of ideals in % none o f which is represented as 
an intersection o f ideals in I .
Let S be a commutative semigroup with a zero element, and let 2r be an 
r-ideal-system of S. We shall assume that a. c. c. holds for Then the results 
mentioned above are of course valid for By Theorems 7 and 8 we obtain
T h e o r e m  17. Let A = QiA ••• ^Qnbe a short representation o f any ideal A in 
Then any prime ideal in which contains A contains some rad{Qi), In particular, 
any minimal prime r-ideal o f A coincides with some radiQi). And radi^A) is equal 
to the intersection o f all the minimal prime ideals in o f A,
T heorem 18. Let A = Qi A--- a and j5 = Q i a ---a Q' be short representations 
o f ideals A and B in Then the following conditions are equivalent',
1) A : B = A,
2) radiQi) ^ B  for i--l, -•• ,m,
3) rad(Qi)'^rad(Qi') for i = l , , m;  k = l , ,n,
Components and isolated components of an ideal in Sr are defined in the 
obvious way. The isolated component A ' ••• aQ,-  ^ of an ideal A  in is 
uniquely determined by the set Q^, where Q^^l^zy ; € Q*^ ., j  = l , ' - , r } ,  In 
particular isolated primary component of an ideal in is uniquely deterimined.
Let P  be a maximal prime ideal in 2r, Then by Theorem 10 an ideal A 
is P-primary if and only if ^ A  for a suitable number p,
We shall now consider pairwise decomposition of ideals (r-ideals) in a com­
mutative m-system.
Let A  and B be any two ideals of a commutative m-system M, If, for any
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element a of there exists an element h (depending on a) such that {a)
A'^ (b), then the lattice of all r-ideals of M  forms a modular lattice^^\
We assume now that
Cl) The ideal M  is the multiplicative unit element of the m-lattice of all 
r-ideals of M
(2) The lattice of all r-ideals of M  is modular.
The concepts of coprimeness, pairwise coprimeness, independency of r-ideals 
etc. are defined in the obvious way. Then every r-ideal of M  is uniquely 
represented as an intersection of a finite number of pairwise coprime r-ideals, 
and none of which has such reprsentations except the trivial case. If the 
multiplication of r-ideals is associative, in particular if M  forms a semigroup, 
then the pairwise coprime representation of an r-ideal A  can be obtained from 
the short representation of Ay which is similar to the case of rings.
§ 8 . D eco m p o sitio n  of norin a l su bgroup s o f  a grou p .
Let G be a group. The set Lg^ {A, ' } of all normal subgroups of G
forms a residuated lattice under the set-inclusion relation, and the commutator- 
product, where the commutator-product A°B means the subgroup generated by 
all commutators a~^ h~^ ab beB). The multiplication of L g  is of course
commutative, but not necessarily associative. A normal subgroup P is called 
prime, if A ° B ^ P  implies A ^ P  ot B ^ P .  A normal subgroup Q is called pri­
mary, when A °B ^ Q  and A ^ Q  imply that, for a suitable whole number a, a-th 
derived group of B  is contained in Q.  It is not true in general that rad (Q) is 
prime for a primary normal subgroup Q,
Under the assumption of a. c. c. for normal subgroups of G, the results 
obtained in § 3 are applicable to L g  in the obvious way. In particular we obtain 
the following
T h e o r e m  19. Any normal subgroup A of a group with ascending chain condition 
for normal subgroups is an intersection o f a finite number o f primary normal sub­
groups Qi with (I) ^  = ... ^Q^ is irredundant and (2) rad{Qi), ,rad{Q^^ are 
all different. I f  A = Q^a ••• a Qi a ••• a Q  ^ are such two representations o f A, 
then m = n, and rad{Qi) and rad{Q'k) CL"e equal in pairs.
Let G be a group equal to its derived group. If a normal subgroup .4 of G 
is equal to its derived group and if G/A has a finite principal series, then by 
Theorem 5 ^  is represented as an intersection of a finite number of irreducible 
normal subgroups A i^ -yA n , each of which is equal to its derived group; and 
A  is equal to an arbitrary commutator-product of ^ i, . If a normal subgroup
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12) Aw B will denote an r-ideal generated by A and B,
13) Cf. [I ;  Lemma 7. 3].
A  is equal to its derived group, and if G/A has a finite principal series, then by 
Theorem 6 ^  is an intersection of a finite number of pairwise complementary 
subgroups, each of which is equal to its derived group and none of which is 
represented as an intersection of pairwise complementary subgroups (E. 
Schenkman)^^\
§ 9. N K P-elem eiits.
Let H  he di subset of an upper complete lattice F, and let N  be an arbitrary 
subset of F. If ^<sup[iV^] (xeH ) implies the existence of a finite number of 
elements Xi, -  ■ ,Xn of N  satisfying Xi^ ^ Xn>x, then H  is called an accessible 
subset^®  ^ of V.
In this and next two sections we shall use K  to denote a commutative or 
noncommutative c/~semigroup^®  ^ with the following conditions:
(1°) K  has the greatest element e,
(2°) K  has the zero element 0.
(3°) ab<a  and ah<h for any two elements a ,h^K ,
We now assume throughout this and the next sections that there exists a 
subset S(4=iT) of K  which satisfies the following two conditions:
Pi) Any element 3^: of iT is represented as a join of a finite or an infinite 
number of elements jta G ^ J) of S ,  i.e.,
P2) S  is an accessible subset of K,
The elements in K  will be denoted by Uyh, c, p, q, ,  and the elements in 
S  by x , y , z , u , with or without suffices.
Let a and b be any two elements of K  such that a<ib. Then we can take 
an element x oi Yl which satisfies x ^ a  and x ^ b .  For, let Xx^ ^ -
Then evidently there exists x^xx  satisfying x ^ a .
If the ascending chain condition Ca. c. c.) holds for the elements of K, then 
it is evident that any element of K  is represented as a join of a finite number 
of elements in 2 -
D e f i n i t i o n  3. Let a and h be any two elements of iT. The supremum of 
the elements {/} satisfying fe b ^ a  is called a right residual of a by b, Symbol: 
(a:b)r> Symmetrically for a left residual {a:b')i of a by b.
If the greatest element  ^ is a (multiplicative) unit element of K, then the 
residuals of <2: by  ^ defined above coincide with those of Birkhoff [3].
Some of the elementary properties of the residuals are listed here.
(I) a^{a :b ')r , and symmetrically.
C2) inxax'>b')r-=r\x(ax:b')r, and symmetrically.
(3) {a: \Jxbx^r^r\x(a:bx)r, and symmetrically.
14) Cf. [14; p. 380].
15) Cf. §12.
16) Cf. [3 ; p. 201].
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(4) <3:, and symmetrically.
(5) (a:b)r>Cy (a :c)i> b  and ceb<a are equivalent to one another.
(6) a a :b )r :c ) i^ a a :c ) i:b )r ,
(7) {a:bec)r=(^a:c)r:b)r, ia:bc)r<{{a: c)r:b)r, and symmetrically.
In the following there is complete parallelism between the theory of a right-side 
and that of a left-side. We shall therefore state the results for the right-side only.
Lemma 16. {_a\h)r is equal to the supremum o f the elements {:r} satisfying 
xeb<a,
Proof. Let c be an arbitrary element such that ceb^a, and let 
 ^S .  Then since a'>ceb={Jx^A(.X\eb), we have a'>Xxeb for every A, Hence 
c ^ t ,  where t is the supremum of {ji;} satisfying xeb^a , In particular
(a :b )r^ t. The converse inclusion is evident.
D efinition  4. An element b is said to be relatively (right) prime to a^  when 
(^a\b)r-^a. Otherwise^issaidtobe not relatively (right) prime to a, or shortly 
b is called an NRP-element of a. An element c is said to be relatively (right) 
weak-prime to a, when {_a:x')r = a for every x ^ c ,  Otherwise c is said to
not relatively (right) weak-prime to a, or shortly c is called a weak NRP-element 
of a.
It is easily verified that an NRP-element of a is always a weak NRP-element 
of a. But the converse is not true in general. Any weak NRP-element contained 
in S  of <3^ is evidently an NRP-element of a, In order that an element b is an 
NRP-element of a, it is necessary and sufficient that there exists an element 
^ ( ^ S )  such that X eb ^a and x ^ a .
An element p of K  is called prime if ab<p  implies a < p  or b'^p. Then it 
is easily verified that in order that p (4=^  ^ is prime, it is necessary and sufficient 
that xey^p ix , implies x ^ p  or y ^ p ,
D efinition  5. If there exists an element p which is maximal in the set of 
all elements each of which is prime and a weak NRP-element of a, then p is 
called a (right) maximal prime element of a.
D efinition  6. If there exists an element b which is maximal in the set of 
all the weak NRP-elements of a, then b is called a (right) W-m_aximal element 
of a.
Lemma  17. Let p be a W-maximal element o f a. I f  p is an NRP-element o f a, 
then it is a maximal prime element of a.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that is a prime element. Suppose that 
xey<p  and y ^ p .  Since {a:p)r'>a, we can take an element e satisfying 
Z ^ a  and z ^ { a \p ^ r ,  i.e., zep^a .
Now since y ^ p  and since p is maximal among the weak divisors of a, we
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can find an element 3^ 0 such that y o ^ p ^ y  and (a:yo)r--^a. Then zex-eyo 
< 2 e x e ip ^ y) =^zexep^ze-xey<zep^-^zep<a, Hence zex< (a iyo^r^a, Let be an 
arbitrary element such that x ' < x ^ p  and Then since
and z ^ a ,  we have {a:x '')r'> (a:x^p)r'ya . Hence is a weak NRP-
element of a. We have therefore p ^ X-=^py x ^ p ,  as desired.
An element of iT is called strongly meet-irreducible if a is not represented 
as a meet of a finite or an infinite number of elements containing a strictly. 
An element a of iT is called meet-reducible, if a is not represented as a meet of 
a finite number of elements containing a strictly.
Lemma  18. I f  a is strongly meet-irreducible, then any weak NRP-element o f a 
is an NRP-element o f a.
Proof. Let d be any weak NRP-element of a, and let u be an arbitrary ele­
ment of 2  which is contained in d. Then evidently (^ a : u)r'>a and Hu^di.a'.u^r^a, 
Hence r\u^(^a:u)r^^a. Take an element x in ^  such that x ^ a  and X ^  
D u^i.a iu^r. Then of course xeu<a  for every Hence we have xed
^^xeiUu^du'^^Uu^dC.xeu'^^Cay and a<C(ci:d)r, completing the proof.
§ 1 0 . P r im a l d ecom p osition .
D efinition  7. Let be the set^ ^^  of all (right) NRP-elements in S  of a. 
If the sup is a weak NRP-element of a, then a is called a (right) primal 
element of K. In this case sup is called a (right) adjoint element of a. 
Symbol: adj(^).
Lem m a  19. I f  an arbitrary join of a finite number o f elements in %a is an 
NRP-element o f a, then a is a primal element.
Proof, Take an arbitrary element such that a: € S  and ;r< sup  [®«]. Then 
there exist Xi,--,Xn such that Xi € and Wi^iXi. Hence Ca : x^r^C a : Ul=iXi)r 
> a.
Lem m a  20. A meet-irreducible element is a primal element, In particular a 
strongly meet-irreducible element is primal.
Proof. Let a be an irreducible element of K, let x be an arbitrary element 
such that ;r<sup[© «], x £ ^  and let X i,-' ,Xn be any finite number of elements 
such that x ^ x i ^ - ' ^ x n f  i.e., (a:Xi)r'^a  (2 = 1, •••, ; )^. If /«>1, then
since a is meet-irreducible we have a<^ni=i(a : Xi)r=-^  (a : U l^iXi^r^Ca: x)r- If 
n^ly  then a<c(a:xi)r'<(ia:x')r-
Lem m a  21. I f  a is strongly meet-irreducible, then adj(^a) is a maximal prime 
element o f a.
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17) It may happen that %a is vacuous. The join and the meet of a finite number of elements 
in are not necessarily contained in 'S)«.
Proof. By Lemma 20 ^ is a primai element. By Lemma 18 adj(^?) is an 
NRP-element of a. It is easy to see that adj(a) is a W-maximal element of a. 
Hence by Lemma 17 adj(^?) is a maximal prime element of a.
T h e o r e m  20. Every element o f K  is represented as a meet o f a finite or an 
infinite number o f strongly meet-irreducihle {right') primal elements.
Proof. Let a be an arbitrary element of K. If a-^e, then since no NRP- 
element of e exists,  ^ is a primal element of K. If a ^ e ,  then we can take an 
element Xo such that X o ^^ .
First we shall show that there exists a primal element q such that Xo^q  and
Let g i ^ g 2^ ”’ be any ascending chain with Xo^gi (f-=l, 2 , Then
^ o isu p  Because, if we suppose that ^ sup [^ -^], then Xo^\J%iXj for
i i
suitable elements xj contained in the set {x{-\ gf-^ x{. € S}. Take gij such
that g ij> x j  (y---l, ••• ••• <^^). Then Xo<x^^ ^ g i^^g i^. This is a
contradiction. Zorn’s lemma assures therefore the existence of an element q such 
that (I) a is contained in q, (2) Xo^q and (3) q<Cc implies Xq< c. It is easily 
verified that q is strongly meet-irreducible. Hence q is primal with and x^-^q.
Next we prove that a is equal to the meet r\xq\ of all primal elements qx 
satisfying a^ q x  and x ^ q x  for an element x in 2  with x ^ a .  Suppose that 
C l DxqX^  Then we can find an element y such that j G S ,  and
Hence of course y< qx  for every This contradicts the existence of a primal 
element qx^  satisfying qx'^y- This completes the proof.
Lemma  22. Let a=^qir\ r^q^ he a decomposition into primal elements qi with 
prime adjoints p i^ad j {qi). I f  h is a weak NRP-element o f a, then there exists pi 
such that pi'>b.
Proof. Suppose that  ^ is a weak NRP-element of a. Then for
every x satisfying x< b, J 6 S .  Therefore we can take an element j  depending 
on X such that y ^ a  and y<(^a: x)r . Hence yex< a < q . for all f = I, • • •, n. Since 
there exists qj such that y ^ q j ,  we have r, i.e., x ^ ^ g ^ .  This implies
b= sup Ix ']< U J sup J] = U jpj and
j i b )   ^ ^  j (.Pn) ,
where jib^.j^P d  denote the principal (lattice-)ideal generated by b, pi respec­
tively, and U denotes the set-theoretical union. Suppose now that /(6) ^  
••• ^j(P k)  and ^  ^  JiPcr-D j\P<x-^ -i) ^  ^  jiPk) Then 
we can find an element d  such that Ci^jib) ^j(P i) and C i^j{p^) (^a^i) for 
every f = l> ••• ,k.
Now we prove that ^ - I ,  Suppose that ^ > 1 . Since c^ci Ck-iUck<b, c is 
contained in some (r<k. If <y^ky then hence Ck^jXpa-), ^
contradiction. Hence a-^k. This implies c Ck-i^Pk, and Ci^pk  for some i< k  
which is also a contradiction.
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D e f i n i t i o n s . A meet-decomposition r^an is called reduced or
maximal, if no ai can be replaced by ai containing ai properly.
Lem m a  23. I f  a, c, c. holds for K, then any element of K  has an irredundantly 
maximal meet-decomposition.
Proof. This is immediate.
Lem m a  24. Let a=^qir\ r^qn be a maximal meet-decomposition into primal 
elements qi with adjoints pi^adjiqi^. I f  b ^ p i  for some pi, then b is a weak NRP- 
element o f a. In particular every pi is a weak NRP-element o f a.
Proof. We can suppose without loss of generality that b ^ p i .  Take an 
arbitrary element e with ^ < A  (2'€S), and moreover take an element y with 
y ^ q i  yez<q^. Then q \= q i^ y 'y q i.  Since a-^q^r^ rsqn is maximal,
we can choose an element in S  such that u ^ a  and u ^ q t  !~^ q2 ^  r^qn. Now 
since u< q \, we have uez<{q^^y)ez^q^ez^yez^q^^q^-=^qx. On the other hand, 
u e z ^ u < q 2 r\ r\qn. Hence uez^qir^q 2 r \ r \q ^ - ^ a .  pi is therefore a weak 
NRP-element of a. Hence b is of course a weak NRP-element of a. This com­
pletes the proof.
T heorem  21. I f  a = qi r\q^is a maximal meet-decomposition of a into primal 
elements qi with prime adjoints pi^adjiqi), then the W-maximal elements of a, the 
maximal prime elements o f a and the maximal elements in the set {p^, ••• ,pn\ are 
the same.
Proof. Let be a W-maximal element of a. Then by Lemma 22 p is con­
tained in some p i . Since by Lemma 24 pi is a weak NRP-element of a, we have 
P-^pi. Hence p is prime and hence a maximal prime element of a. Let pj be 
any maximal element in the set { p i , ,p n } -  Then pj is a W-maximal element 
of a. For, if not, then there exists a weak NRP-element c oi a such that pj <  c. 
Now by Lemma 22 we have c<pk for some pk> Hence pj<Cpk- This is a con­
tradiction. Again by Lemma 22 a maximal prime element of a is maximal in 
the set { p i ," ‘ -,Pn)- By Lemma 22 it is easily verified that a maximal element 
in {pi, ' -  ,Pu) is a W-maximal element of a.
T heorem  22. I f  a^qxr\ r\q^ is a maximal decomposition o f a into primal 
elements qi with prime adjoints Pi^ adj{qi), then a is primal i f  and only i f  one pj 
contains all the others, and adji^a^^pj.
Proof. Let p j> p i  for all /, then p j^ p i^  •• ^Pn- Since by Lemma 24 pj is 
a weak NRP-element of a, we have P-^{x\ x ^ p j ) ^ % a ,  sup [P ]< su p  [^«]. 
On the other hand, since by Lemma 22 every element in is contained in pj, 
w e  have sup Hence sup , This implies that a is primal with
prime adjoint pj. Conversely, let a he ^ primal element. Then by Lemma 22 
adj(^)<^/>i for some j. Since by Lemma 24 pi is a weak NRP-element of a, we
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have />z<adj («) for all /, and have i^>y<adj(a) < p j. This implies that adj(<3:)
D e f i n i t i o n  9. Anirredundant decomposition a=qir\ r\qn of a into primal 
elements Qi is called a short (or normal) representation of a, if every qur^qi (^=N/) 
is not primal.
T heorem 23. I f  a has a maximal decomposition by primal elements with prime 
ad joint Sy then a has a short representation by primal elements whose ad joints are just 
the maximal primes o f a.
Proof. Let
W  a ^ q ^ r ^ - -  r^qn
be a maximal decomposition of a into primal elements qi with prime ad joints 
^/=adj(^/).  Assume that (*) is irredundant. We now suppose without loss of 
generality that P i," ' ,Pt (.t^n )  are the maximal elements in ,Pn}- Let q^
be the meet of those qi such that p i^ p i ,  and qf the meet of those qi such that 
p i< p 3 and P i^Pk  if •••, t). Since q^ satisfies the conditions of Theorem
22, pj is the prime adjoint of qj (y = l , ---,O- Let q f^q k^^  ^ and qf=qi^ 
^  ••• Then q^ r^ q^ -=^ qk^ r^  ••• r^qi^ is of course a maximal de­
composition into primal elements, and whose adjoints are not all contained in 
any one adjoint. Hence by Theorem 22 qf r~^ qf is not primal, a ^ q t  ••• r^qf is 
therefore a short representation of a. By Theorem 21 P i,-  - ,Pt are the maximal 
primes of a, Q. E. D.
If K  is modular then Hilfssatz H in [13] is valid for K, Hence by Theorem 23 
we obtain
T h e o r e m  24. Suppose that K  is modular. I f  an element a o f K  is represented 
as a meet o f a jinite number of strongly meet-irreducible elements then a has a short 
representation into primal elements whose adjoints are the maximal primes o f a.
T h e o r e m  25. Let a- -^q r^  ^ ••• r\q^=^q{r\ r\q!  ^ be two short representations o f 
a into primal elements qi and qi with prime adjoints pi^adjijq^ and P k^adj<iq'k). 
Then m-^n and the two sets o f the p is  and the pi's are the same.
Proof. NoPi contains another pj strictly. Hence by Theorem 21 [p i," ' ,Pm) 
is equal to the set of all maximal primes of a. Similarly {pi, "• ,pn) = '^a- 
The theorem is now clear.
T heorem  26. Let a^q^r^ r\q^ be a maximal decomposition o f a into primal 
elements qi with prime adjoints pi^adjiqi), and let pi be an NRP-element o f qi for  
i=^ly'",n. Then in order that an element b is a weak NRP-element o f a, it is 
necessary and sufficient that b is contained in some pi. And every weak NRP-element 
of a is an NRP-element of a.
Proof. Since pi is an NRP-element of q, we can find an element x such that 
^ € 2 ,  X ^q i  and x^{qx:pi)r- Put q t= q i^x . Then since qV>qi we have qf r^q2
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^  ••• r^qn^a. Take an element y such that y € and y ^ q t  r^q2 ^
Then yepi<  {qt r^q2 c^  ^^qn). epl<qfepln^q2 n^  ••• n^q^= r\qn
- -{qiepi^xepi) 0 ^2 ^  r\qn^qir^q 2 c^  ••• r^qn^a, I .e., (<2 :pi)r- Since y ^ a ,  we 
have a<i{a:pi)r. Pi is therefore an NRP-element of a. Similarly any pi is an 
NRP-element of a. By Lemma 17 the pi are all prime, and by Lemmas 22 and 
24 h is an NRP-element of a if and only if h<pi for some pi. Now since 
(ia:b)r'>{a:pi)ry^a, we complete the proof.
Let be the set of all weak NRP-elements d^ ' of a which is represented 
as a join of a finite number of elements in 2  and let be the set of all elements
2 in S  such that is a weak NRP-element of a for all in SDJ. Then it
is easy to see that is contained in It a is primal, then I hence
adjC^ j:) defined above is equal to sup[S^^].
D e f i n i t i o n  10. For every element a of K, sup [S^] is called a (right) adjoint 
element of a, and denoted by adj(a).
T h e o r e m  27. Adj(^a) o f every element a o f K  is represented as the meet of 
all W-maximal elements o f a.
Proof, Let c be the meet of all W-maximal elements of a, let x be any 
element in 2  such that x ^ c ,  and let a^ be an arbitrary element in Then
it is easily verified that sup [a^ -] is a weak NRP-element of a for any ascending
i
chain “•* consisting of weak NRP-elements of a. Hence by Zorn’s
lemma, we can take a W-maximal element h oi a which contains a^\ Then 
x ^ a ^ ^ h .  Hence x '^ a^ is a weak NRP-element of a. Therefore 
x<adj(< 3^ ). This implies c^[Jx^cX^^d}(a), Conversely, let be any
weak NRP-element of a, and let a: be any element satisfying adj(<3:), x ^ ^ .  
Take an arbitrary element y such that y:^x^ud, y Then we can take a
finite number of elements y i , ' ’-,yn in such that y : ^ x ^ y i ^ - -  ^  yn.
Since it is easily verified that ••• ^yn  is contained in x ^ 'y i^  ^yn  is a 
weak NRP-element of a by the definition of adj(a). Hence (^a\y')r^a and hence 
X ^h  is a weak NRP-element of a. Therefore adj(<2) is contained in every 
W-maximal element of a. This completes the proof.
Throughout the rest of this section we shall assume that
P3) K  satisfies the ascending chain condition for elements.
P4) K  is modular as a lattice.
It is easily verified that every element of K  is represented as a join of a 
finite number of elements in S -
T h e o r e m  28. Let a he a meet-irreducible element. I f  b is a weak NRP-element 
o f ay then b is an NRP-element o f a.
Proof, Let ^ U ? = ] 3^0 G2 -  It is evident that a^C \% i{a:yi')r. If n = l,
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then since & is a weak NRP-element of a, we have a < i{a  :y i)r; if ^ > 1 , then since 
a is meet-irreducible, we have :y i)r = (c i: {J'l^^iydr^ia :b)r, completing
the proof.
T h e o r e m  29. Every element a of K  has a short maximal meet-decomposition 
into prim al elements whose ad joints are the maximal prim es o f  a and are NRP- 
elements o f  a.
Proof, By a. c. c. any element <3: of is represented as
W a  =  a i  r\ ••• r\ a n  ,
where each ai are meet-irreducible. Suppose that (*) is irredundantly maximal. 
Then by Lemma 20 each ai is primal. By Theorem 28 adj(<^/) is an NRP- 
element of a, and by Lemma 17 pi is a prime element. Hence by Theorem 26  
Pi is an NRP-element of a. Suppose that P i,' -  ,Pt are the maximal elements in 
the set {p i, ,Pn)- Let qj be the meet of ai such that p i ^ p j  and p k ^ p j  for 
k<i j ,  j = l , - " , t .  Then by Lemma 20 qj is primal. Since it is verified that 
a-^qxr\ n^qt is maximaP^^ by Theorems 21 and 22  we complete the proof. 
Using Theorems 21 and 29, we have the following two theorems:
T h e o r e m  30. Any element a o f K  has a finite number o f  maximal primes, which 
are ju st the maximal weak NRP-elements o f a.
T h e o r e m  31. The adjoint o f any primal element is  a prime element.
T h e o r e m  32. Let a be any element o f K  satisfying a, c, c, Then any weak 
NRP-element o f  a is an NRP-element o f  a.
Proof, Let b be any weak NRP-element of a. Then b is contained in an 
element p such that is a W-maximal element of a. Since ^ is a maximal prime 
of a] P is an NRP-element of a. Hence there exists x such that x ^ Y l, x ^ a ,  
and x e p ^ a , hence x e b ^ x e p ^ a , i.e., b is an NRP-element of a.
T h e o r e m  33. The adjoint o f every element a o f  K  is represented as the meet 
o f  the maximal prime elements o f  a.
Proof, Every element of K  has a maximal (reduced) meet-decomposition 
into primal elements. Hence the result follows at once from Theorem 27.
§ 11. Isolated p-components,
In the present section we shall impose upon K  the conditions Pi), P2), and 
C) K  is lower complete.
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18) (/==1,---,r) is maximal. In any modular lattice with a. c. c.
we can prove the following, which is quite similar to the case of rings. (See [13 ; Hilfssats 
IV, pp. 36-37J). If <2: =  Cu ^  Cii^ J 0  ••• 0  Co-I 0  ••• 0  is maximal (reduced), then 
r^ ha■ is also maximal, where bi=Cnn\ .
D e f i n i t i o n  11. Let ^ be a prime element containing a. The (iright upper) 
isolated p-component a{p) ot di is defined as the meet of all elements b such that 
(I) a< b  and (2) x ^ p  (x e l] )  implies {a:x)r-^b. In particular a{e)=a.
Lem m a  25. I f  a is primal with prime adjoint py then a(^p)^a.
Proof, Since j)=- adj(<2) is a weak NRP-element of a, the lemma is immediate.
Lem m a  26. I f  a ^ a \  and a'<p, then a(^p) < a '^p).
Proof. Let Bp be the set of all b such that x ^ p  ( : r€S)  implies if)\x')r^b, 
and let Bp(^a) the set of all b which satisfy h^Bp  and &>a. Then it is evident 
that a < a ' implies Bp{_a) ^B p ia '), Hence ai^p) =-inf [_Bp{a)~]<mi \_BpW)y-=^aXp),
T h eo rem  34. Let <3: =  Oaga^a be a decomposition into strongly meet-irreducible 
primal elements ax, and let px=adjXax). Then
a riA€A«(^A) .
Proof. By Lemma 25 ax^ax^Px). Since a-<ax and ax<pxy we obtain a = Dxax 
=^r]xax(px)>r]xa(px')>a, a^Hxa<ipx)-
T h eo r em  35. Suppose that K  satisfies P3) and P 4) . Then every element a of 
K  is represented as
a^ai^pi) ••• r^a^pn) , 
where P i ,- ' ,Pn ciye the maximal prime elements o f a.
Proof. Let a-=qir\ be a decomposition of a into primal elements qi
with pi^?idL}<iqi). Then a< a{pd< qi(,pd ^  Qi. This implies
= a = Dl=Ia(Pi).
Lemm a 27. I f  a has a short maximal decomposition into primal elements q ir"  ■> Qn 
such that Pi^adj(^qi) is an NRP-element of qi, then pi is an NRP-element o f a{pi) 
for i ^ l y " ‘ ,n.
Proof. By Lemma 17 every pi is a prime element, and by Theorem 26 every 
Pi is an NRP-element of a. Hence there exists X i^ a  and XiCp^a, and hence 
Xiepi-<a(pk) for every k. It is evident that there exists qi such that qi'^Xi. 
Hence we have that Xiepi^qi. This implies p i^ p u  Pi-=^Pi and implies i^ l .  
Since qi^qi{.pi)~>aipi), we obtain that a{^ p^ '^^ Xi, that is, pi is an NRP-element 
of a{^ pi).
T h eo r em  36. Suppose that any weak NRP-element of an arbitrary element a is 
an NRP-element o f a. I f  a has a short maximal meet-decomposition into primal 
elements qi with pi^adji^qi) (i = l , ,n), then, in order that a prime element p is 
a maximal prime o f a, it is necessary and sufficient that p is a maximal element in 
KPl-i iPn}»
Proof. By Lemma 27 pi is an NRP-element of a{^pi), and by Theorem 21
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P i  are the W-maximal NRP-elements of a,  hence the maximal primes of a.  It 
is easily verified that if a prime element p containing is a weak NRP-element 
of a and also a weak NRP-element of then p is equal to some pi. The
converse is easy to see.
T h e o r e m  37. Suppose that P3) and P4) hold for K, Then the maximal prime 
elements p o f a are the maximal NRP-elements o f both a and ai^p'),
Proof, This is immediate by Theorems 29, 34 and 36.
§ 12. r -Id e a ls  in  sem igrou p s.
Let S be a (noncommutative) semigroup with the zero. A subset A of S is 
called a left (right) 5-ideal of S, if {xa\ x ^S ,  a ^ A } ^ A  (^AS = {ay \ a ^ A ,  
a  left and a right 5-ideal is called a two-sided 5-ideal or simply 
an 5-ideal of 5. The set S of all 5-ideals forms a residuated lattice under residua- 
tion: Qx)SB^A). U  : ;  BS ^ y ^ ^ A ) .
We consider a mapping A- ^ A  from 5 into itself with the following conditions :
1)
2) A ^ A ,
3) implies A ^ B ,
4) AB ^  AB,
5) W  = («),
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6)
An 5-ideal A  is called an r-ideal or a closed ideal of S if A=-A,
Let D be a (commutative or noncommutative) ring with or without a unit 
element, and let be a left o-module. Then the set © of all left cyclic o-sub- 
modules of 511 forms an accessible subset of the lattice SS consisting of all 
left D-submodules of Because, let N  be an arbitrary subset of and let 
(^ )^ C sup [A/"]-= (left D-module generated by “ the subset N  of ^ ”), where {u) is 
a cyclic left o-submodule of i.e., the ring of integers). Then
U is represented as ••• -^oCnUn+miVi+ ••• -\-mtVt where mk^R  and
Ui, Vk are the elements in “ the subset N  of 3[R”. Hence we have that {u)'-^m-\-Ru 
••• ^  mnUn + ^miVi-\- ••• ••• +D2/;^  + dz;i+ ••• + W t^^ui+Rui^-
••• -\-mn+Run+Wi+Rvi^- ••• ^-Wt+Rvt=^{ui)-\- ••• +(e^J + (z^ i)H------h (z;?), where Qudy
(Vk) € N,
In particular the set of all left principal ideals of any ring (with or without 
the unit element) forms an accessible subset of the lattice of all left ideals of 
the ring. Similar assertions are true for right ideals, and also for two-sided ideals.
If we assume that the set of all principal (two-sided) r-ideals of S forms an
19) (x) will denote the principal 5-ideal generated by x,  i.e., (^) is the set-union of SxS, Sx,  
xS  and x.
accessible subset of the lattice of all (two-sided) r-ideals of S, then we can define 
an NRP-r-ideal, a weak NRP-r-ideal, a W-maximal r-ideal and a maximal prime 
r-ideal of an r-ideal of 5, and also can define a primal r-ideal and its adjoint 
r-ideal. Then the results obtained in §§9, 10 and 11 are applied to the r-ideals 
of S in the obvious way. Moreover applying these results to an associative ring 
with or without the unit element, we shall obtain a decomposition theorem for two- 
sided ideals of the ring, which is somewhat different from the Barnes’ primal 
decomposition theorem [2], but it is a generalization of the Curtis’ one [4].
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